The information contained herein is subject to change at any time without notice and cannot form part of an offer or contract. The proposed facilities and their locations as shown are only estimates. The implementation of the facilities is subject to review by the Government or competent authorities. While reasonable care has been taken in providing this information, HDB shall not be responsible in any way for any damage or loss suffered by any person whether directly or indirectly as a result of reliance on the said information or as a result of any error or omission therein.
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4 - Room
CCK N4 C3A
Block 443, #02-343**

4 - Room
CCK N4 C6
Block 428, #01-200**

Executive
CCK N4 C7
Block 420, #04-324**

5 - Room
CCK N6 C3
Block 611, #05-183**

5 - Room
CCK N6 C13
Block 686D, #05-268**

This is a Premium Flat
Executive
CCK N6 C11
Block 681, #02-540

This is a Premium Contract
It is provided with:
• Ceramic Floor Finish to All Rooms
• Concealed Electrical Wiring
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